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Critical Incidents in Internal Relationships

Päivi Voima

HANKEN Swedish School of Economics and Business Administration
CERS Center for Relationship Marketing and Service Management

Abstract

Critical incidents have had an important role in service quality and service management
research. The focus of critical-incident studies has gradually shifted from separate acts
and episodes towards relationships, and even switching from one relationship to
another. The Critical Incident Technique has mainly been used when studying the
service sector, concentrating on the customer's perception of critical incidents. Although
some studies have considered the perceptions of employees important, critical incidents
have not been considered a tool for studying internal relationships to any larger extent.
This paper takes a process approach and shifts the focus from an external to an internal
setting. It puts forward a new technique for analysing internal relationships from a
critical-incident perspective. The technique captures the dynamism in relationships
through considering internal critical incidents as micro-processes affecting not only
internal but also external relationships.

Key words: critical incident, internal relationship, processual approach

Introduction

During the 1990´s, external marketing moved towards a relational perspective, which in

turn has gradually started to be reflected in the internal marketing as well. Several

scholars have presented relational views on internal marketing, but a pure relationship-

management perspective has been missing. A new internal relationship management

perspective, which broadens the scope of internal marketing, has been introduced by

Voima (1998, 2000). This perspective has been defined as the process of managing all

internal relationships affecting external customers´ perceptions of value by creating,

diagnosing, developing and when necessary terminating these internal relationships.

Internal marketing is seen as a process of managing internal relationships that affect

external relationships. Critical-incident processes taking place within internal

relationships should therefore be analysed and studied in relation to external

relationships.
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This paper analyses how the critical-incident technique can be adapted for studying

internal relationships and their perceived effect on external relationships, by focusing on

internal critical-incident processes.  The focus of critical incidents shifts from acts and

episodes to relationships.

When the internal view on relationship management is stressed, it is essential to

understand which activities lead to critical-incident processes and what the outcome is

for both internal as well as external relationships. To make effective management of

internal relationships possible, a new technique for analysing critical incidents within

them is proposed. This technique is called Internal Critical Incident Analysis (ICIA).

ICIA is built on three elements: source, process and outcome. The outcome is

specifically stressed and the whole process is perceived to affect it. ICIA focuses not

only on the immediate outcome of the episode but, through a broader time-span, also on

the  relationship.  It takes a holistic approach and the outcome is perceived in a broader

time frame in terms of how internal relationships affect each other and the external

relationships.

Consequently, the technique provides new insights into the nature of critical-incident

processes in the internal relationship context. It is illustrated through an empirical case

study, which supports the notion of internal relationships affecting external

relationships. The coding system provides a powerful tool to analyse critical incidents

from a process perspective within a broad time-span.

Structure of the paper

The first part of this paper presents an overview of the development of critical-incident

studies, discussing how the Critical Incident Technique has traditionally been used in

different areas. The second part guides the reader to critical-incident studies taking a

relational approach so that the gradual shift towards a relational emphasis is outlined.

Next the focus moves to the internal context in a discussion of how the Critical Incident

Technique has been used in internal service quality studies, after which the scope is

broadened to include not only internal service quality, but the whole internal

relationship. In order to understand the theoretical context of internal relationships, and

the need for recognising critical incidents within them and their management, four
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different perspectives on internal marketing are briefly presented. This results in a new

perspective called Internal-Relationship Management. Now that the focus has gradually

shifted towards managing internal relationships by externally set goals, a method is

needed for analysing these internal relationships and their effect on external

relationships. As a solution, a technique called, Internal Critical Incident Analysis

(ICIA) is presented, which focuses on analysing internal critical-incident processes. To

facilitate understanding of the new technique, the logic of ICIA is first discussed, and

then the instruments, the critical-incident process factors, are presented. The ICIA

technique has been developed abuctively by using both theoretical as well as empirical

material. The empirical findings are discussed towards the end of the paper, and this is

followed by a discussion of the applicability of the proposed technique and suggestions

for its further development.

An overview of the development of Critical Incident Studies

Ever since Flanagan introduced the Critical Incident Technique in 1954 it has developed

and taken different forms. It is considered a systematic procedure for recording events

and behaviours that are observed to lead to success or failure in a specific task (Ronan

and Latham 1974). Flanagan (1954:327) defined an incident  as “any observable human

activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to permit interferences and predictions to

be made about the person performing the act”. The criticality of the incident is,

according to Flanagan, dependent not only on whether the incident makes a significant

contribution either positively or negatively to the general aim of the activity, but also on

the consequences. He ( Flanagan 1954:327) argues that to be critical, “an incident must

occur in a situation where the purpose or intent of the act seems fairly clear to the

observer and where its consequences are sufficiently definite to leave little doubt

concerning its effect”.

However, most critical-incident studies have only focused on the first part, on how

positive or negative the incidents have been considered to be. This is seen in the

definition of Bitner et al. (1990:73), who argue that “critical incidents are specific

interactions between customers and service firm employees that are especially satisfying

or especially dissatisfying”. Wels-Lips et al, (1998:286) also only stress the positive or

negative experience in their definition when they state that “critical incidents are
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specific “moments-of-truth” in which the interaction between service contact personnel

and customers leads to an extremely positive or negative experience to the customer”.

The critical-incident technique has mainly been used within service quality research.

This is natural, because moments-of-truth, interactions between the service provider and

the customer, often result in either positive or negative experiences depending on what

the expectations of the customer are. It is natural that events (critical incidents) occur

that the customer considers different from the normal or expected with the service in

question (Edvardsson and Strandvik 1999).

The data collection in most critical incident-studies has been done through interviews,

in which respondents are asked to recall specific events from the recent past and to tell

them as stories (Bitner et al., 1990; Stauss 1993; Bitner et al., 1994;  Wels-Lips et al.,

1998). The data has provided rich detail of first hand experiences in which respondents

have been satisfied or dissatisfied. The analysis of the critical incidents has typically

been done through the classification of incidents based on different service quality

dimensions, or by finding new classification systems on the basis of inductive

interpretation (see for example Edvardsson 1988; Bitner et al., 1990; Olsen 1992; Stauss

and Hentschel 1992; Wels-Lips et al., 1998 ).

The critical-incident technique has been used in several types of industries, for example

within banks (Olsen 1992, 1996; Strandvik and Liljander 1994), car servicing (Stauss

1993), and airlines (Bitner et al., 1990; Edvardsson 1992; Bejou et al., 1996). Roos

(1999) and Roos and Strandvik (1996) conducted an interesting analysis of critical-

incident studies categorised according to the focus of the study, in other words the

trigger, the initial state, the process and the outcome. This division into these categories

was based on Roos and Strandvik (1996) (based on Roos (1996) as far as the process

and outcome categories are concerned). They point out that in most of the critical-

incident studies analysed (totally 28 studies (Roos 1996)) the focus was on the

determinants of the critical incidents and the underlying processes remained

unrecognised.
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Relational perspectives grounded in CIT

Although traditional critical-incident studies have focused on episodes and acts, this

focus has gradually shifted towards a long-term relational perspective. One of the first

scholars who contributed to the relational development of the Critical Incident

Technique was Olsen (1992, 1996). He presented a process-oriented view and stressed

not only critical acts but also critical episodes. Olsen's model for analysing critical

incidents as processes, the critical-episode model, focused on the triggering factor. He

suggested that the central constituents of a critical episode included not only the

triggering factor but also the duration of the critical incident, and its outcome. He

considered  his model useful for understanding the micro-processes which often

significantly influence customer relationships and/or the business result. However, his

episode-oriented perspective focuses strongly on the immediate outcome of the critical

incident and not on the long-term relational aspects.

The Sequential Incident Technique (SIT) is the next step in the relational direction,

combining service mapping and the critical-incident technique (Stauss and Weinlich

1995). The focus is on episodes, comprising sequences of acts, both routine and critical.

According to Stauss and Weinlich (1995:452) the fundamental purpose of this technique

is the “recording of all incidents customer perceive in a specific service transaction

sequentially in the course of the consumption process”. The strength of SIT is that it

avoids several of the weaknesses in CIT. It focuses not only on critical incidents, but

also on  normal, uncritical incidents. The results are therefore not limited to quite rare

exceptional situations as with CIT, but include also normal and less dramatic routine

experiences. The information obtained from SIT, according to Stauss and Weinlich

(1995), is fuller and more precise than that obtained using traditional multi-attributive

methods since it embraces the story-telling approach of CIT. It also takes the process

nature of service experiences into consideration, thus compensating for the negligence

of this important aspect in all conventional methods. SIT has been further developed to

focus on innovations, known as the Sequential Incident Technique for Innovations

(SITI). SITI concerns the generation and collection of suggestions and ideas relating to

the reported incidents, and how service quality can be improved from the customer's

point of view (Decker and Meissner 1997).
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Another technique focusing on episodes comprising sequences of steps is what

Botschen et al. have labelled the SOPI method. This method is defined as follows:

“Sequence-oriented problem identification within service encounters includes

“blueprinting” the sequence of steps that make up a service encounter, and asking

customers to provide evaluations for each step they may experience in the service

encounter process” (Botchen et al., 1996:19). However, the method is almost identical

to SIT and makes no additional contribution.

Strandvik and Liljander (1994) focused on relationship strength. Positive and negative

critical incidents were used as a basis for understanding better relationship commitment

and relationship loyalty in order to be able to construct a matrix of relationship strength.

The scope of their study was quite broad, following the relationship from the beginning

to the possible end. The study only covered the customer's perceptions of the possible

termination of the relationship, however, and Roos (1999) further broadened the scope

towards a switching perspective.

The Critical Path Analysing Technique, CPAT, covers both the ending of the former

relationship and part of the beginning of a new relationship (Roos and Strandvik 1996).

As the name of the technique suggests, the focus of CPAT is on critical incidents. Roos

(1996, 1999) further developed the technique in shifting the focus to the switching path.

The Switching Path Analysis Technique (SPAT) is a method that incorporates a

specified format for interviewing as well as a technique for coding and analysing the

switching path (Roos 1999). What is interesting in SPAT is that according to Roos

(1999), it is based on the fact that an incident is critical when its consequences are clear,

which Flanagan also stressed as a prerequisite for criticalness. What is central to it is

that it covers the dynamism in relationships, both within the whole switching path and

between the different states on it. The dynamism in the process and between the

different states is made visible by different kinds of switching determinants. This

dynamism is kept active by the trigger and the effect it has on the whole path.

Edvardsson and Strandvik (1999:98) also stress the importance of the consequences

when critical incidents are defined in a relationship context. “A critical incident can thus

be defined as an interaction or factor that changes the customer´s evaluation of the

relationship”. Strandvik and Roos (1996) and  Roos (1999) argue that when a relational

perspective is taken and the focus is broadened from a single episode or service
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encounter to the whole relationship between the customer and the service provider,  the

locus of the trigger may vary. The locus of the trigger for the relationship termination

and the switching process may lie in the interaction process,  in the changes in either of

the parties themselves, or in the relationship context and environment (Strandvik and

Roos; 1996 Roos 1999,). Edvardsson and Strandvik (1999) do not specifically focus on

termination or switching, but rather on changes in the customer's evaluation of the

relationship. They perceive the origins of the changes as identical to the above-

presented factors initiating a termination or switching process. Edvardsson (1988) and

Holmlund and Strandvik (1999ab) support this perspective in a business-relationship

context, although the focus is on what triggers critical incidents. They argue that such

triggers stem from interactions between the seller and the customer, from the seller

internally, or the customer internally, or from the immediate business network

(competitors, external environment).

Studies comprising critical incidents have extensively concentrated on the consumer

market, and especially on service industries. Holmlund and Strandvik (1999ab)  have

extended the critical-incident framework to the business-market setting in their study of

critical incidents in business relationships. Only a few studies have been conducted in

the business-relationship context. Edvardsson´s (1988) research focused on the process,

and followed the analytic structure of cause, course and result. What is interesting in his

study is that he not only analysed the causes of critical incidents, but he also focused on

both parties´ behaviour after the critical incident had occurred. A relational long-term

perspective is perceptible in the effect the critical incident has not only on the business

result but also on the customer relationship. Edvarsson´s study focused  on only one

party's perception of the critical incident, whereas Holmlund and Strandvik (1999ab)

have extended this to incorporate a dyadic approach. They argue that, although initially

either one or both parties in the relationship may perceive the critical incident, both

parties will probably be involved through the interaction process (Holmlund and

Strandvik 1999ab).

Holmlund and Strandvik (1997) stressed the dyadic approach and they have illustrated

the combination of the two parties' perceptions of the relationship with their

configuration map. The configuration map can be used as a tool for analysing how

critical incidents are perceived in dyadic business relationships. It allows five different
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incident types to be distinguished, of which three are bilaterally and two are unilaterally

perceived as critical (Holmlund and Strandvik 1999a). Critical incidents in business

relationships have been defined as “significant actions or episodes, which deviate from

a comparison standard. An incident is significant when it triggers perceptual attention

or behavioural attention or both. Compared to the comparison standard the firm can

experience the incident as negative or positive. In a business dyad both parties´

perceptions should be considered. These matched perceptions represent one of eight

perception configurations depicting a critical incident. This configuration represents

either a unilateral or bilateral perception of criticality”  (Holmlund and Strandvik

1999a:10).

Holmlund and Strandvik (1999b) used the dyadic perspective to develop a technique

which extends the traditional categorisation of critical incidents in CIT studies to

incorporate a tool for systematically and continuously monitoring relationships. This

technique is called Negative Critical Incident Mapping (NCIM) (Holmlund and

Strandvik 1999b). It is two-phased and combines the quantitative and the qualitative

phase. They used a questionnaire covering the frequency, recency and importance of

typical critical incidents in a relationship to develop different key measures as tools for

analysis. These include diagnostic grids, problem indices, and relationship-stress and

market-criticality measures, and focus on the criticality of negative critical incidents on

different levels. The diagnostic grid measures the criticality of incidents separately in

three different combinations. The problem index builds on the diagnostic grid and

combines both the seller´s and the buyer's perceptions of criticality on single incident

types. The relationship-stress measure puts the focus on the total load of critical

incidents in a particular relationship, whereas the market- criticality measure covers the

total customer base and the overall criticality of different incidents within it.

An interesting development in recent critical-incident studies taking a relationship

perspective is the shift in focus from separate critical incidents to a cumulative load of

them. SPAT developed by Roos (1999) and NCIM developed by Holmlund and

Strandvik (1999b) are pioneering techniques  based on the same logic, analysing the

cumulative load of critical incidents. SPAT focuses on analysing the different switching

paths according to different kinds of triggers. Roos´ empirical material revealed the

most typical switching paths. The NCIM of Holmlund and Strandvik (1999b), on the
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other hand, is based on a comparison of the seller´s and the customer´s views

concerning each customer relationship, as well as on the depiction of the overall

significance of each critical incident for all customers, by focusing on a large number of

critical incidents, a cumulative load.

To sum up, it is notable that critical-incident studies have gradually shifted from a short-

term perspective focusing on critical acts to a long-term perspective focusing on critical

incidents in relationships, and even on switching from one relationship to another.

Although studies of critical incidents have extensively concentrated on the consumer

market, and especially on service industries, the value of the critical-incident framework

has been recognised in other contexts as well, such as in the business-market setting.

The criticality of such incidents has been highlighted, and the process perspective

stressed, in terms not only of separate critical incidents, but also of the total relationship.

The focus has also shifted from analysing separate critical incidents to analysing

relationships through a cumulative load of incidents.

Critical incidents in internal service quality studies

The roots of critical-incident studies in an internal setting can be traced to service

quality research. Although service quality and service satisfaction have interested many

researchers in recent years, most of the work has focused on external customers.

However, some researchers have started to ask the question why, just as quality

perceived by external customers can be captured in the form of dimensions, should

internal services and their quality not be meaningfully categorised as well.

In most of the critical-incident studies focusing on employees, contact employees have

been perceived as most central (see for example Bitner et al., 1989; Bitner et al., 1990;

Bitner et al., 1994; Tjosvold and Wong 1994). In a study conducted by Bitner et al.

(1990), the incidents were categorised to isolate the particular events and related

behaviours of the contact employees that caused customers to distinguish very

satisfactory service encounters from very dissatisfactory ones. Another study by Bitner

et al. (1994) also put the contact employee's viewpoint in focus in identifying sources of

customer dissatisfaction. It can be argued that, although the employee viewpoint is

emphasised in the analysis, it is still the source of the customer's dissatisfaction or
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satisfaction that is the ultimate focus of these studies. It can also be said that these

earlier studies do not fulfil the requirements of what is called an internal relationship

here. An internal relationship is thus defined as follows:

Internal relationships are all in-company relationships between and across
different hierarchies on different levels, comprising all types of interaction taking
place in the relationship.

Although most of the studies taking an employee viewpoint have focused on

interactions between contact employees and customers, a few have taken the internal

perspective a step further. Gremler et al. (1994) conducted a study addressing the

question whether the same events and behaviours associated with service satisfaction or

dissatisfaction for external customers also apply to internal customers.

Gremler et al. (1994) used the critical-incident technique in their study in which 500

employees from eight different internal customer “segments” were asked to describe a

favourable or unfavourable internal incident connected with an internal service. The

conclusion was that the same classification scheme proposed by Bitner et al.  (1990) for

use in understanding external service encounters could be used internally as well. The

results showed that recovery, adaptability and spontaneity were the three major groups

that were equally valid in the context of external service encounters and also as sources

of internal customer satisfaction.

Gremler et al´s (1994) study was interesting in the sense that,  although the focus was

purely on internal customer satisfaction, it remained totally internal, and was restricted

to interactions between employees within different departments. However, it is in its

very nature a traditional CIT study, in terms of both its classification and episodic focus.

The study does not take a relational perspective in its concentration purely on the

satisfaction of internal customers.

In light of her own research, Neuhaus (1996) has been rather sceptical regarding the use

of the critical-incident technique for analysing internal services. According to her

(Neuhaus 1996:307), the transfer of classification schemes developed for external

critical incidents tends to prevent further insights in internal customer-supplier

relationships rather than to facilitate them. The research basis of her study was a
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concept transferred from industrial marketing, the concept of internal buying centres

and transaction centres. She looked at critical incidents from the perspectives of the

users of internal services, and also of so-called deciders. The analyses of the incidents

were carried out not only on the basis of the internal customer roles, but also according

to the interaction periods (encounter, episodes, transaction, and relations) which she

carefully defined.

When the critical incidents were analysed, it appeared that about 35% of the

transactions (the same level as in the carried out by Gremler et al.) could not be

classified when the classification scheme of Gremler et al was used. Neuhaus

consequently devised a fourth category which she called the residuals. Within this

fourth category there emerged the four following clusters: deficits in the know-how of

the internal service supplier, deficits in the co-ordination of internal customers´ projects,

deficits in the definition of the roles of internal customers and suppliers, and

exploitation of the internal monopoly.

It is apparent that most of the critical-incident studies taking place in an internal setting

have applied classification schemes familiar within external service quality research.

Comparison shows that the identified internal dimensions based on the critical incidents

are quite similar in content to the external service dimensions. However, Neuhaus

(1996) argues that the development of a frame of reference and an appropriate

classification scheme for internal critical experiences needs further research.

To sum up, critical-incident studies in an internal setting have been strongly influenced

by traditional critical-incident studies focusing on the external. The emphasis has

gradually shifted from interactions between contact employees and customers to

interactions between internal actors, employees. The few studies focusing on

interactions within organisational boundaries have taken a service quality perspective.

Traditional service quality dimensions have been identified, and the focus has been

short-term and episodic.
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Critical incidents in internal relationships

Critical incidents have been recognised in an internal setting but not in a relational

context. Therefore it is argued that a new framework for describing and analysing

internal critical incidents should be developed. In order to understand the theoretical

context of internal relationships and the need for recognising critical incidents in them

and their management, four perspectives on internal marketing are first briefly

discussed.

Internal marketing perspectives

Different perspectives on internal marketing are presented in this section. Contributions

to internal marketing theory are analysed on two dimensions: organisational objectives

and focus (i.e. short-term vs. long-term and internal vs. external), and interaction

orientation (i.e. the degree and type of interactions taking place between organisational

members, transactional versus relational). Through these dimensions, presented in

Figure 1, four perspectives on internal marketing emerge.

Figure 1. Internal marketing perspectives (Voima 2000)
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The internal marketing mix is characterised by a transactional interaction orientation,

and by short-term organisational objectives and an internal focus. The transactional

view is highlighted in the degree and type of interaction taking place within the

organisation. As the term for this perspective suggests, weight is put on the internal

marketing mix, and especially on the 4Ps. This view of internal marketing has been

stressed and developed by many researchers within the internal marketing context

(Berry 1981; Grönroos 1981, 1982;  Flipo 1986; Trunbly and Arnolad 1989).

Strategic internal marketing is characterised by a transactional interaction orientation.

The organisational objectives are long-term and the focus is external. Compared to the

internal marketing mix approach, the organisational objectives have shifted from the

short-term to the long-term and the focus from the internal to the external. The

employees are no longer seen as the primary market of the organisation, and weight is

laid instead on the strategic goals and the satisfaction of external customers. The

emphasis is on the external customer, and the external strategy determines what form

internal marketing takes. Several scholars have made contributions in this area (Piercy

and Morgan 1991; Rafiq and Ahmed 1993; Piercy 1995).

Processual internal marketing supports relational interaction orientation in the

organisation, but is characterised by short-term organisational goals and an internal

focus. A body of research stresses this perspective (Collins and Payne 1991; George

1990; Mohr-Jackson 1991; Edvardsson et al., 1994). Internal marketing is no longer

seen as something the organisation aims at groups of employees, mainly those in the

front line. The weight has shifted to horizontal relationships in which employees make

demands on each other rather than on their organisation. This view supports the idea of

internal customers and suppliers as in the TQM approach. This differs from the service-

marketing view on internal marketing, which stresses the concept of employees as

customers of the organisation, not other employees. Critical-incident studies carried out

in an internal context are positioned in this perspective.

Internal relationship management stresses the management of all internal relationships

as an ongoing process (Voima 1998, 2000). The limitations of the transactional view on

internal marketing is recognised, and a long-term perspective is called for, both

internally as well as externally. The focus is on relationships between actors on the

internal market, and these relationships are seen as processes which directly or
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indirectly affect both internal as well as external relationships. The emphasis is on

relationships rather than on internal service quality and its effect on external service

quality. This new perspective is defined as the process of managing all internal

relationships affecting external customers´ perceptions of value by creating,

diagnosing, developing and when necessary terminating these internal relationships.

Internal marketing is perceived as a process of managing internal relationships.

Internal Critical Incident Analysis (ICIA)

It has been shown that the focus of critical-incident studies has gradually shifted from

separate acts and episodes towards relationships. The critical-incident technique has

concentrated on the customer´s perception of critical incidents, although some studies

have considered the perceptions of employees important. However, critical incidents

have not been considered as a tool for studying internal relationships to any larger

extent. It is suggested here that a critical-incident perspective could offer new insights

for understanding not only internal but also external relationships. It is argued that, by

analysing processes of internal critical incidents, and providing insights into internal

relationships, a better understanding of these internal relationships and their effect on

external relationships is achieved, making the better management of internal

relationships possible. A technique for analysing critical-incident processes is presented

next.

Internal Critical Incident Analysis (ICIA) is a technique which takes a process-oriented

approach, focusing on critical incidents in internal relationships. Factors creating

dynamism in internal and external relationships are revealed. ICIA is built on three

elements: source, process and outcome. The outcome is specifically stressed, and the

whole process is perceived to affect it. The technique focuses not only on the immediate

outcome of the episode, but also through a broader time-span, on relationships.  The

approach is holistic, and the outcome is perceived in a broader time frame of internal

critical incidents. This promotes a better understanding of how internal relationships

affect both each other and external relationships.
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ICIA is grounded in the Switching Path Analysis Technique developed by Roos (1999).

It incorporates a format for interviewing as well as a technique for coding and

analysing. In contrast to SPAT, in which the consequence was clear but the switching

path murky, ICIA also stresses and codes the perceived outcomes of critical incidents.

The focus in this study is on negative critical incidents, but it is argued that the same

technique can be used for analysing positive critical incidents as well. The

multidimensionality of the technique is seen in how it offers different possibilities for

analysis. As Figure 2 depicts, ICIA can be applied in analyses of 1) a specific

relationship through the cumulative load of critical incidents in it 2) a specific incident

type taking place in all relationships, or 3) the most typical critical-incident process,  or

the total number of critical incidents in all relationships. The technique could also be

used to analyse any separate incident by following its journey in the organisation.

Figure 2. Different possibilities for analysis

In order to promote a better understanding of this technique, the logic behind it is first

discussed, and then the internal critical-incident process factors are presented. These

factors have been abductively developed using both theoretical as well as empirical

material. The empirical findings are discussed in detail later on in the study. It is

suggested that the ICIA instruments may slightly vary depending on the type of

organisation.
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The logic behind ICIA

Relationship dimensions function as stable dimensions within the three states, making it

possible to chart change in the relationships. Relationship dimensions take different

forms, but those applied internally in this paper are the technical, social and economic

dimensions presented by Holmlund (1997) in a relationship-quality context. Interactions

taking place between the seller and buyer companies may be categorised in three

different relationship dimensions, technical, social and economic, depending on their

content. Holmlund (1997:157) defined the content of the three dimensions as follows.

The technical dimension concerns the offering at the core of the value creating process

in the relationship, whereas the social dimension concerns the social interaction on the

individual and company levels. The economic dimension again concerns the economic

benefits and costs of the relationship.

It is suggested that the same fundamental relationship dimensions identified in external

relationships can also be found in internal relationships, and that internal relationship

dimensions exist within the context of external relationship dimensions. When critical

incidents take place in internal relationships, they do so in an internal context which

again is connected to an external context. The connectedness of internal and external

relationships is therefore perceived in how the relationship dimensions function as

defined contexts for critical incidents.

In order to capture the dynamism inherent

in internal critical incident processes, some

fundamental aspects of the relationships

should be chosen, thus providing a defined

context for the critical incidents and a

better structure for analysis. As Figure 3

reveals, ICIA consists of three states:

source, process and outcome. These three

states are built on the logic of analysing the

internal critical-incident process through

relationship dimensions.
Figure 3. The logic behind ICIA
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The different relationship dimensions forming the context for the critical incidents are

depicted in Figure 4. The figure shows that when a critical incident takes place in an

internal relationship, it occurs within one or several of the internal relationship

dimensions. However, when it is put in a broader context, it can be seen that it has an

external dimension as well. What is therefore suggested is that specifying the internal

and the external contexts of the incident gives an interesting basis for deeper analysis,

through which dynamism is captured.

Figure 4. Relationship dimensions as contexts for critical incidents

Since this paper only focuses empirically on internal critical incidents within company

A, those  taking place within company B are not of interest here. The external

relationship dimensions on the right in the figure represent any kind of external

relationship for company A, including customers and suppliers, as well as other interest

groups.

Internally, the relationship dimensions may take different forms depending on the level

at which they are perceived. This paper focuses mostly on the individual level, because

the empirical material was collected in a small b-to-b firm, although some critical-

incident outcomes (external) are perceived on an organisational level. Internally, on an

individual level, the technical dimension concerns the core of the value creation process

connected to the actual work duties. The social dimension concerns the social

interactions, and the economic dimension consists of the economic benefits and costs in

the internal relationships.

Technical dimension

Social dimension

Economic dimension

Company A Company B

Technical dimension
Social dimension
Economic dimension

Technical dimension
Social dimension
Economic dimension

Technical dimension
Social dimension
Economic dimension
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context
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The logic of categorising incidents as taking place within the three relationship

dimensions both internally as well as externally is well justified because it can be

applied when analysing the source and outcome of the critical incident as well. The

relationship dimensions can be used to understand the dynamics of a relationship. By

analysing the initial state of an internal relationship against the outcome, using the

relationship quality dimensions,  it is possible to chart change generated through the

critical-incident process.

Because of the limited amount of empirical material, the categorisation of sources

triggering critical incidents used in this paper is drawn from earlier research. The locus

of the trigger of critical incidents has traditionally been perceived to lie in the

interaction process, in either party themselves or in the relationship context and the

environment (Edvardsson 1988; Roos and Strandvik 1996; Roos 1999; Holmlund and

Strandvik 1999ab). This categorisation is also applicable internally, however showing

that the three relationship dimensions cannot be used. Some of the sources of the

triggers can be categorised according to the three relationship dimensions, but not all.

To sum up, it is suggested that the depth of ICIA as a technique can be perceived in how

it reveals the connection between internal and external relationships. Analysing internal

critical-incident processes through relationship dimensions can capture the dynamism in

relationships.

The instruments of  ICIA

It has been suggested that ICIA consists of the source,  the process and the outcome, and

follows the logic of relationship dimensions. The instruments of ICIA are now

discussed in more detail, focusing on the three states. These states can be further

analysed through the internal critical-incident process factors presented in Table 1.

These factors are specified in the form of a coding system, after which some empirical

material is presented.
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Table 1. The internal critical-incident process factors

Source

Source includes factors connected to the locus of the critical incident, in other words the

sensitising factor, the trigger and a factor called initial state. The sensitising factor

stands for what makes the actors in the organisation sensitive to critical incidents. Roos

(1999) called these types of factors "triggers", and what actually causes the switching

"switching determinants". However, within the internal context, it is argued that

“sensitising factor” is more descriptive. According to the ICIA technique the trigger

represents a factor that actually initiates the critical-incident process. The locus of the

trigger may vary.

Sensitising factor (SF)
1. Personal issue
2. Frequency
3. External customer

Trigger (T)
1. Interactional
2. Actoral
3. Contextual

Initial state (IS)
1. Social dimension
a. High quality
b. Low quality
2. Technical dimension
a. High quality
b. Low quality

Hierarchy (H)
1. Top management
2. Middle management
3. Lower-level employees

Internal relationship
communication (IRC)
1. Horizontal
2. Vertical
3. No communication

Emotion (E)
1. Strong emotion
2. Weak emotion
3. No emotion

Frequency (F)
1. Specific relationship
a. Weekly
b. Monthly
c. Yearly
d. First time
2. Other relationship
a. Weekly
b. Monthly
c. Yearly
d. First time

Critical incident context (CIC)
1. Internal
a. Technical dimension
b. Social dimension
c. Economic dimension
2. External
a. Technical dimension
b. Social dimension
c. Economic dimension

Source Process Outcome

T H E   I N T E R N A L   C R I T I C A L -  I  N C I D E N T    P R O C E S S

Relationship (R)
1. Specific internal  relationship
2. Other internal relationship/s
3. Specific external relationship
4. Other external relationship/s

Relationship dimension (RD)
1. Technical
2. Social
3. Economic

Object  (O)
1. Trust
2. Commitment
3. Respect
4. Credibility
5. Other

Influence (I)
1. Positive 
2. Negative 
3. No influence

Degree (D)
1. Weak effect
2. Strong effect

Type (T)
1. Short-term effect
2. Long-term effect
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The third factor within the source state is the initial state. It is suggested that the initial

state should be determined in order to capture the change in the relationship and the

effects of the critical-incident process. It is of interest how internal actors perceive the

quality of the relationship before and after the incident takes place. Do they perceive the

relationship to be of high or low quality, seen through relationship dimensions? Roos

(1999) used relationship length as a SPAT factor characterising the initial state.

Process

Hierarchy is one important factor within internal relationships. It is suggested that the

type of internal relationship within which the critical incident takes place has an effect

on many elements in the critical-incident process and its outcome. The internal

relationship communication factor captures both complaining and word-of-mouth. It is

suggested that internal relationship communication could be categorised as

communication taking place in  horizontal or vertical relationships. Horizontal

relationships refer to those existing within the same hierarchical level, whereas vertical

relationships refer to those crossing the hierarchical boundary.

The emotion factor is also considered important in the internal critical-incident process.

While a negative critical incident is very unsatisfactory by nature, it is obvious that

different sorts of emotions arise. The categorisation strong, weak and no emotion

follows that presented by Roos (1999) in SPAT. Holmlund and Strandvik (1999b)

suggested frequency as one interesting criticality dimension for critical incidents in a b-

to-b setting. Since ICIA is also applicable to the analysis of cumulative loads of critical

incidents, frequency is also a relevant factor. Frequency, as part of an internal critical-

incident process, can be understood in two different ways and should therefore be coded

on two different dimensions:  how often the specific incident type has occurred in the

specific relationship, and how often it has occurred in other internal relationships. The

next process factor is labelled CIC, standing for critical incident context. In cases of

cumulative loads on critical incidents, categorisation into internal and external

relationship dimensions would seem fruitful. The link between internal and external

relationships can therefore be perceived in how the relationship dimensions function as

defined contexts for critical incidents. Further categorisation might result from the

analysis of  more empirical material.
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Outcome

The most interesting factors within ICIA are the outcome factors or the effects. The

starting-point of the outcome categorisation is to determine which relationships are

affected by the incident. This factor is simply called relationship, and reveals in which

internal and external relationships the effects become visible. Once the relationships that

are affected by the critical incident have been identified the next step is to specify how

the different relationships are affected. One possibility is to start with a categorisation

which distinguishes negative and positive effects, resulting in the influence factor.

However, it could be argued that such a categorisation is still too general in nature. The

next step in specifying relevant outcome factors is to focus on what is affected in the

relationships. A general-level response such as “ the relationship” is not interesting, and

a more useful course would be to follow the logic of relationship dimensions by asking

“what in the relationship”? This provoke the response “the technical, social and

economic dimensions, and their quality”.

Once it has been specified which relationships the incident has affected, whether the

effect was positive or negative, and what relationship dimension was affected, the

effects should be further specified in terms of type, degree and  specified object. The

type factor has been divided into the short-term and long-term effect. A short-term

effect refers to something that changes during the time between the interview rounds, or

that can retrospectively be described as only temporary. A long-term effect, refers to an

effect, which does not change during the time between the interview rounds, or if the

interview is done retrospectively the respondent is able to specify that the effect has

lasted for a long time or has even permanently changed the nature of the relationship.

Degree, on the other hand, refers to how strong or weak the respondent perceives the

effect to be. This factor is closely connected to the factor called object of effect. Only a

few categories have emerged within this factor so far, and those are closely connected

with the social relationship dimension. It is suggested that the social relationship

dimension can be further broken down into subcategories which indicate how critical

incidents affect key aspects in the relationship such as trust, commitment, respect and

credibility.
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Empirical findings

The empirical study was conducted in a small b-to-b company which produces

industrial vacuum systems. The company has 26 employees positioned on three

different hierarchical levels. The empirical material consists of 8 interviews and

observations made by the author while working part-time in the company. The

interviews were carried out based on interview guides A and B (Appendix 1 and 2),

which are suggested for use with ICIA. In the interviews, most of the respondents told

their critical-incident stories very openly and not  many questions needed to be asked,

whereas some respondents were so brief that the interviewer was forced to follow the

interview guides throughout. As shown in Appendices 1 and 2, the interview guides

were based on the three elements of critical incidents in a relationship context. If the

incident had taken place a long time previously interview guide A could be used, and

the retrospective approach also covered long-term outcomes. However, if the incident

had taken place recently and all the outcomes could not yet be specified, a second

interview was  necessary to bring this about. In this case, interview guide B was used.

ICIA can be applied dyadically which is also seen in how the interviews were conducted

in this study. They proceeded along the following path. First, the respondent was asked

to talk about a recent critical incident, based on interview guide A. Three weeks later a

new interview was conducted based on interview guide B, to find out whether a longer

time period revealed any changes in how the incident had affected both internal and

external relationships. After the second round the other party in the relationship was

also interviewed and asked to comment on the incident (following interview guide A).

Five different respondents were interviewed altogether, three of them twice and the

other two only once. The sixth respondent was interviewed and asked to comment on an

incident another respondent had reported, but he had not registered it and could

therefore not comment on it. Of the five respondents, two were women and three were

men. The interviews are presented in Table 2, following the coding system described in

Table 1.
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Table 2. Critical-incident processes in internal relationships

Interview
number
and round

Condensed stories of critical incidents in internal relationships

Incident 1
Respondent 1
Interview round A

Incident 1
Respondent 1
Interview round B

“One salesman never fills in the form which is needed when the dust-removal system is designed. I
really bit his head off last week and was furious, but he´d been annoying me for ages because he does
this all the time. Some people are so arrogant, they don´t care how much extra work someone else has
to do as long as it´s not them. I´ve nagged this particular salesman, who is also my immediate boss.
Still nothing gets done. Because he didn´t fill in the necessary form the shipment was sent to the
wrong address and the customer almost came through the telephone line, he was so angry, and this
irritated me even more. I must say that I don´t trust the man. I really feel I don´t want to do anything
for a while to help him do his job.”

“I suppose I´m still a bit angry, but more like depressed because I feel he appreciated my work so
little that he can´t be bothered to fill in the form. What´s ironic is that the customer in question has
now placed another order after the salesman apologised on behalf of the firm (probably blaming me),
and I suppose the customer appreciated that. However, because of this incident a lot of time was
wasted and our schedule for another machine was not kept. The test machine was delayed and sent to
the customer four days after it was due.”

Critical
Incident
Process
Configuration
(Incident 1)

Incident 2
Respondent 1
Interview round A

Incident 2
Respondent 1
Interview round B

Incident 2
Respondent 2
Comment

“One day the rain was coming down the sheets when I drove to the office. We usually leave our cars
in specific parking spaces meant for employees and we aren´t supposed to park in the customer
spaces. I didn´t want to get wet so I parked in the customer space. Without asking me for an
explanation by boss rushed into my room and started to preach at me. “I specifically said yesterday
that employees are not allowed to leave their cars in the customer parking spaces,” he said. “Which
part of that didn´t you understand?” At first I thought it was incredible that anyone could be so small-
minded, but then I got very irritated. I explained that it had been raining, but I also let him know how
irritated I was that he had jumped to conclusions and just started preaching at me without letting me
explain. His style irritated me. His response was, “Oh, I didn´t know that it had rained”, which made
me even more angry. No apology, nothing. I was so irritated for the whole day after this incident that
I forgot to order a control station, which hopefully we´ll still get in time.”

“I got over my irritation and now I laugh about the whole thing, but I think I´ve become more
sensitive to everything my boss does and says. I don´t know when he´ll say or do anything ridiculous
again. The control station was delivered to us in time only one day later than if I´d ordered it on the
day I was supposed to. However, as a result of this one-day delay our electrician wasn´t able to have
his day off, otherwise the delivery would have been late. He was angry because he´d planned some
kind of trip with his girlfriend, and they couldn´t go, and he didn´t stop remanding me about that.
Every day for a week.“

“I had specifically discussed parking with the employees that same week and pointed out that they
have their own parking spaces. The other day I noticed that one of my employees had still parked in
the customer space, which is next to the office. I suppose I overreacted, but I marched into his room
and told him that this had better be the last time. To be honest, I hadn´t really noticed that it had
rained, and I was a bit embarrassed when he explained the situation. I just saw red when I saw his car.
I remember I was in a bad mood that day because I´d only slept for a few hours. However, I don´t
think the incident had any effect on our relationship, we still get along just fine.”

 Resp. 1 (AB)    SF2T2IS1a2b           H32IRC2 E1
2F1aCIC1a2a

                    Source              Process                              Outcome R1I2

R3I1

RD1T1D2

RD2T2D2O13

R134 R3I2 RD1T1D2

RD2T2D2

R4I2 RD1
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Critical
Incident
Process
Configuration
(Incident 2)

Incident 3
Respondent 1
Interview round A

Incident 3
Respondent 1
Interview round B

Incident 3
Respondent 2
Comment

“I´d promised a customer that I would deliver a tender to him the same day, otherwise it wouldn´t be
valid. All I needed was a CAD picture of a cyclone. I asked someone in our design team to draw me
the picture and she flipped and said that she didn´t have time and she wouldn´t do it that day. At first I
was surprised, but then I got annoyed. I told her that I was her boss and that she should do what I tell
her to. I walked out and I got the picture the same day.”

“Now I´m not proud of myself. Later one of my subordinates came to tell me that the employee I had
pressured about the picture had received a phone call from her ex-husband that very day. He wanted
to sell the house she was living in so they could finally split their money. I didn´t know that then and I
thought she was irritating me on purpose. The sad thing about the whole business is that, although I
apologised to that employee and everything is fine between us – we even agreed to try to be more
open with each other in the future – another employee is angry with me now. She felt that I wasn´t
sensitive enough. The whole thing annoys me because I was only trying to serve the customer.”

“I´d really had a bad day that day my boss asked me to draw a picture for him. I´d just heard that my
ex-husband wanted to sell the house, and I really felt confused because I didn´t know where it would
all lead to. Drawing a picture would not normally have been a problem, but that day something in my
boss´s authoritative tone of voice irritated me. Things got a bit nasty, and I was so upset and angry at
the same time that I told the whole story to my colleague. I think I stressed some points more than
others and my colleague thought that my boss had behaved badly which he really hadn´t. How could
he have known about my husband´s phone call when I hadn´t told him? I almost feel sorry for my
boss now. However, the whole story has a happy ending. We agreed with my boss to try to be more
open about our feelings in the future, which we have also managed to do”.

Critical
Incident
Process
Configuration
(Incident 3)

Table 2 above shows how the codes given in Table 1 can be used to describe an internal

critical-incident process in a compact, structured way. Although the empirical material

consists of only eight interviews, some interesting guidelines emerge. The interviews

show that internal relationships are connected to each other and to external

relationships.

In order to get a better understanding of the critical-incident process, incident 1 is

analysed in more detail in Figure 5. The first column illustrates the source state,

including the sensitising factor (SF2), the trigger (T2) and the initial state (IS1a2b). The

R1I2 RD2T2D1O5

R12

R2I2 RD1T1D1

R2I2 RD2T1D2

R1 I3

  Source              Process          Outcome 

Resp. 1 (AB)        T1IS1a2a                    H31IRC3E1
2F1dCIC1b

Resp. 2 (Com.)           SF12T2 IS1a2a        H13IRC3 E1F1d2aCIC1a

R1I2RD2T1D2

R1I1RD2T2D2

R12

R2I2 RD2T1D2

 Source                 Process                    Outcome

      Resp. 1 (AB)        SF3 T1IS1a2a              H23IRC3 E2
1F1dCIC1a2a

   Resp. 2 (Com.)     SF1T1IS1a2a                H32IRC1E1F1dCIC1a2a
R1I2RD2T1D2

R1

R1I1RD2T2D2
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sensitising factor has been shown to be frequency in this incident. The specific incident

type has occurred in this relationship so many times that it has sensitised the respondent

to it. The trigger, again, is actoral, since the other party neglected his work duties and

did not fill in a report as he should have done. The third element in the source state is

the initial state, which is characterised in this specific relationship by high social-

relationship quality but low technical-relationship quality.

    Figure X.  The coded incident 1

Figure 5. The coded critical-incident process (incident 1)

The process is depicted in the second column. The hierarchy (H32) code shows that the

incident took place between a lower-level employee and a middle-level manager.

Internal relationship communication (IRC2) is characterised by vertical communication,

since the respondent had complained about the incident type more than once to both

middle and top management, but nothing had been done. The code for emotions (E1
2)

shows that, although the respondent experienced very strong feelings during the incident

and directly after it, the emotions calmed down over the three weeks and were only

weak during the second interview round.  The frequency (F1a) of critical incidents in this

specific relationship is high, and both the internal as well as the external contexts are of

a technical (CIC1a2a) nature.

The outcome is depicted first to show which relationships are affected (R), and then the

code specifies whether the effect/influence on that relationship has been positive or

negative (I). The final part of the coded outcome reveals which dimension (RD) has

been affected, the type (T) and  degree (D) of the effect and, if possible, which aspect

(O) of the relationship has been affected. The code is retrospective in the sense that it

depicts both short-term and long-term effects. Therefore it is possible that one and the

same relationship has been negatively affected in the short-term, but the second

interview reveals that the long-term effect has been positive.

Resp. 1 (AB)    SF2T2IS1a2b H32IRC2 E1
2F

1aCIC1a2a

Source Process Outcome
R1I 2

R3I 1

RD1T1D2

RD2T2D2O13

R134 R3I 2 RD1T1D2

RD2T2D2

R4I 2 RD1
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The code for incident 1 is quite complicated since three different relationships have

been affected, one internal and two external. As an example the effect on only one of

the relationships, the specific relationship (R1), is analysed next. The final part in the

coded outcome shows that, in this specific relationship, both the technical as well as the

social dimensions have been negatively influenced (I2).  The effect on the technical

dimension (RD1) has been short-term and strong (T1D2), while the quality of the social

dimension (RD2) has been more deeply affected and the effect is long-term and strong

(T2D2). Within the social dimension, Trust and Respect have been negatively affected

(O13).

The time perspective also provides interesting insights into the outcome of both internal

and external relationships. Incident 1 (resp. 1, rounds A and B) shows how the outcome

of a critical incident changes when a broader time perspective is taken.  In the first

interview the respondent perceived that the critical incident had negatively affected both

the specific internal as well as the specific external relationship with which it was

connected. However, three weeks later the respondent's perception of the outcome had

changed, apparently due to the time that had passed.

Although the technical dimension in the specific external relationship was affected,

while the shipment was sent to the wrong address, the incident also resulted in

successful recovery. This again positively affected the social dimension. The positive

effect could be said to be long-term since the customer ordered new equipment,

although he had stressed that he would no longer be a customer. The elapsed time also

revealed that another external relationship had been negatively affected within the

technical dimension because the delivery to that customer had been delayed because of

the incident.
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The specific incident is summarised in Figure 6, which depicts the central elements in

the internal critical-incident process. As the figure shows, although the internal and the

external contexts of the incident were technical in nature, on the outcome level it

affected not only the technical but also the social dimension.

Figure 6. The central elements in the internal critical-incident process

When a dyadic approach is taken it can be seen that the critical incident can be

perceived differently by the different actors in the relationship. Incident 2 (Resp. 1

rounds A and B) and the comment about it can be used as a good example. As Figure 7

depicts, Respondent 1 perceived the triggering factor to be in the communication, that is

in the interaction. No sensitising factor was identified. However, according to the

perception of Respondent 2, the trigger was actoral, connected with the behaviour of the

employee (he parked his car in the wrong place).

Sensitising factors could also be identified, one of which was too little sleep (personal

issue) and another was related to frequency. Although this type of incident took place

for the first time in this relationship, Respondent 2 was sensitised by the fact that so

many other employees had parked their cars in the customer parking space so often, so

he perceived the frequency as high. What was interesting in this specific incident, too,

was the fact that, according to the perceptions of the parties in the dyad, the critical-

incident context varied. Respondent 1 perceived the incident to be social in character

whereas Respondent 2 perceived it as technical, because the employee did not do what

was expected of him as part of his job.
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Figure 7. Differences in perception

Differences in perception are also apparent in the critical-incident outcome. According

to Respondent 1, the incident had an effect on the social dimension in the relationship,

whereas Respondent 2 did not believe that it had affected their relationship in any way.

Incident 2 also showed how a critical incident in an internal relationship can have an

effect on other internal relationships as well. When a broader time perspective was

taken, the outcome was better specified. The incident had affected not only the specific

internal relationship within which it had taken place, but also the respondent's

relationship with the electrician.

It is also apparent that a critical incident is a subjective issue and the criticality is

connected to how the parties perceive it. In one of the interviews, for example, one

respondent could not comment on the critical incident because he did not remember it,

and did not perceive it as critical. Although the parties might agree on the criticality, it

is possible that all the other factors are perceived differently (source, process and

outcome). However, although a critical incident is always perceived subjectively, a

longer time-span shifts the focus towards a more objective evaluation of it. It was clear

from the interviews that the respondents had had very strong feelings immediately after

the critical incident had taken place when they thought back to it. However, when time

had passed the immediate anger and irritation had often faded and the respondents

analysed the incidents more from an outsider perspective, with an objective approach.
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One problem with this empirical study was that all the interviews concerned cross-

hierarchical relationships. For future research it is important to include all types of

relationships, within hierarchies and across them. This study focused on the individual

level due to the small size of the company, but ICIA could also be used on broader

company levels. Two interview rounds were made here, but it is also possible to take an

even longer time-span, either by allowing a longer time between the interviews, or by

including more interview rounds. Broader empirical material is required for the further

development of ICIA. Only the logic and some guidelines and suggestions have been

presented in this paper.

Discussion

Critical incidents have had an important role in service quality and service management

research. The focus of critical incident-studies has gradually shifted from separate acts

and episodes towards relationships, and even switching from one relationship to

another. The critical-incident technique has mainly been used in studies in the service

sector, concentrating on the customer's perception of critical incidents. Although some

studies have considered the perceptions of employees important, critical incidents have

not been considered as a tool for studying internal relationships to any larger extent.

This paper has taken a process approach and shifted the focus from an external to an

internal setting.

The paper has shown that internal marketing has developed towards internal-

relationship management. A new prosessual technique for analysing internal critical

incidents has been suggested to facilitate the effective management of internal

relationships. This technique is called ICIA (Internal Critical Incident Analysis). It is

grounded in SPAT (Roos 1999) and it concentrates on a wide spectrum of aspects. It is

built on three elements: source,  process and outcome, focusing on the relationship

dimensions. The outcome is specifically stressed and the whole process is perceived to

affect it. ICIA focuses not only on the immediate outcome of the episode but also on the

relationship by covering a broader time-span.  The approach is holistic and the outcome

is perceived in a broader time frame focusing on how internal relationships affect each

other and associated external relationships.
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A dynamic approach has been taken too, in which internal critical incidents are seen as

micro-processes affecting external as well as internal relationships. ICIA is proposed as

a technique for analysing critical-incident processes putting the focus on a relationship

level. It provides a wealth of opportunities for this outcome, thus facilitating the better

management of internal as well as external relationships. From a management

perspective, critical incidents are interesting because they offer windows on internal and

external relationships. The critical-incident perspective makes it possible to focus on

concrete and actionable aspects of internal relationships. The ICIA technique reveals

and develops understanding of these incidents. Reasons for change in both internal and

the external relationships can be detected. Becoming aware of the critical-incident

processes, and especially of the outcomes of these incidents, is the first step to the more

effective management of both internal as well as external relationships.

The multidimensionality of ICIA as a technique is revealed in how it can be used from a

managerial perspective. As depicted in Figure 8, if the focus is put on a specific

relationship the cumulative load of incidents can be analysed within it. It becomes

possible to determine how the critical incidents are positioned within the organisation.

Problem areas can be diagnosed if several critical incidents occur within the same

internal relationships. The nature of these incidents makes it easier to diagnose different

types of problems in the overall processes.

Figure 8. Different possibilities for analysis
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If the focus is put on specific incident types, on the other hand,  management is able to

get a better grip on what incident types are most frequent, and it is possible to analyse

why this is the case. If a larger number of critical incidents are collected, analysis of the

most typical processes can be made, revealing interesting connections between factors

such as the trigger, the context and the outcome. A fourth possibility for analysis is to

use ICIA as a technique for tracing the journey of a specific incident in the organisation.

Critical incidents taking place in internal relationships can be compared to stones

thrown in the water. Just as the stone leaves ripples on the surface, the critical incident

gradually spreads within the organisation, often reaching and affecting external

relationships as well.

Interviews with the company's own personnel reveal critical incidents. Analysing

different employees´ views of specific incidents gives a broad idea of many narrow

views, revealing  multidimensional effects on both internal and external relationships. A

critical incident leaves a trace in different relationships, and ICIA enables the whole

process to be analysed. It shows not only how different each party's perception of

internal relationships is, but also how different the perceptions of the critical-incident

process, and especially its effect on relationships, are. From a managerial point of view,

ICIA logic, which is based on both internal and external relationship dimensions,

provides a new way of analysing how strongly internal and external relationships are

connected.

From a theoretical point of view, particularly significant research issues are related to

the connection between the source, the process and the outcome. The most typical

critical-incident processes can be identified, and connections between the different

factors analysed. When the analysis is taken further it becomes possible to specify

whether critical incidents taking place in specific internal critical-incident contexts have

different kinds of outcomes, both internal as well as external.

A theoretically interesting key issue is also how relationship qualities such as trust,

commitment, respect and credibility are affected by the critical incident. Further

development of ICIA could concentrate on even more specific analyses of the

dynamism and change in relationship qualities if the initial state is categorised in the

same way as the outcome. Instead of only determining the initial state through high and
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low perceived relationship quality, these dimensions could be broadened to include

categories such as low trust and high trust. The link between internal and external

relationships is also theoretically interesting,  and this is an aspect that should be further

explored from a critical-incident perspective.
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APPENDIX 1

INTERVIEW GUIDE A

Male Female Age

Think of a time when particularly dissatisfying incident took place in a relationship in

your organisation.

When did the incident take place?

Why did this incident take place?

Exactly what happened?

How did you react?

Why was this incident dissatisfying?

Tell me about the relationship within which the incident took place

Did you tell anyone about the incident?

What kinds of feelings did you experience during the incident or event?

Did the feelings arise during the situation, or can you remember anything special about

the feelings you already had earlier that day. What were your feelings earlier that day?

How frequently does a) this type of incident b) other critical incidents take place?

- within that relationship

- within the whole organisation

When did this type of incident last take place?

Was this incident connected to a specific project?

What did the incident result in within the organisation?

What did the incident result in for the external customers?
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APPENDIX 2

INTERVIEW GUIDE B

Male Female Age

Ask the following questions as follow-up questions to the earlier interview.

Think of the time incident X happened, the one you told me about in the

first interview a month ago.

Do you remember what you felt then?

Have your feelings changed in the meantime?

How would you now describe the relationship in which the dissatisfying incident took

place?

Do you remember any dissatisfying incidents taking place in this specific relationship

since the last interview? If yes, go back to interview guide A. If no, continue.

How would you now describe the effect the dissatisfied incident has had on:

- other internal relationships

- external relationships
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